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ABOUT US

For more than 30 years, Maats has been one of the leading suppliers and manufacturers of pipeline construction equipment and services to the pipeline industry. Maats supply a wide range of specialised construction machinery such as pipelayers, welding tractors, bending machines and related equipment for pipeline construction, as well as for pipeline maintenance and repair.

As a manufacturer, Maats produces high quality pipeline equipment under its own label. The Maats label consists of a program of heavy-duty bending machines and sets, i.e. pipelayers, welding tractors, roller cradles, C-crades and a wide range of custom-tailored equipment. Maats is a global representative for the sale of new Liebherr pipelayers. Maats and Liebherr have developed a range of pipelayers with lifting capacities ranging from 20 tons to over 90 tons.

Maats’ rental fleet consists primarily, but not exclusively, of Maats and Liebherr equipment. Due to the dynamics in our rental fleet, it also consists of related equipment from several manufactures, and since equipment from our rental fleet is also for sale there is often availability and opportunity for sale and rental of related equipment such as mandrels, pipe facing machines. and, equipment such as dozers, rollers and excavators.

Our head office and equipment yard is located in the Netherlands. This central location enables us to ship equipment to jobsites anywhere in the world, quickly and efficiently.

To meet our worldwide customers’ demands locally, Maats has established an extensive network of regional companies, agents and partners. Combined with the vast Liebherr network, Maats’ presence is truly global.

RENTAL AND SALES

Maats focus on sales and rental of high quality new and used equipment for the construction of pipelines with all common diameters. Sales and rental of pipeline equipment is mainly, but not exclusively, Maats and Liebherr equipment. Our rental fleet is amongst the largest and most modern pipeline equipment fleets in the world, holding more than 500 high quality items.

We market our rental fleet worldwide and put great effort into keeping our rental fleet up to date. All machinery is supplied in first class condition and complies with the latest HSE-standards.
Maats is so much more than a supplier of sale and rental equipment. In addition we can also offer a variety of other services.

Our team of professionals offer third party equipment inspection, service, reviews of equipment and flexible rental terms, together with attractive opportunities for financing and transportation. We also assist in sourcing alternatives if supply and demand do not meet project requirements and we can provide an advisory role in establishing equipment needs.

Since our customers usually prefer a single supply source, Maats offer a wide range of products and services to provide the comfort of dealing with a single supply source. Our emphasis on service means that we work closely with our customers to help achieve maximum project efficiency and productivity.

QUALITY, FLEXIBILITY, RELIABILITY

Delivering on time requires a high degree of flexibility. Timely delivery not only means the physical delivery of equipment, but also the timely delivery of information.

The quantities of equipment models required often changes both before and during a project. And when the requested additional equipment is no longer available, offering alternatives is essential. That is why communication with customers and therefore the market is necessary to be able to deliver on time. Flexibility and customer focus are the basic concepts.

It is imperative that equipment that is supplied must meet the requirements of the project. It must do what is expected in extreme circumstances and therefore must be well maintained. In addition, the equipment must be easy to operate and maintain on the jobsite, whilst also meeting local requirements worldwide. By taking this into consideration in terms of design, choice of parts and suppliers and also in terms of knowledge and expertise in maintenance and assembly, the customer receives the machines on which he can build and trust. We call this Quality.

In addition it is necessary for customers as well as suppliers that Maats is clear with regards to expectations, not only in terms of equipment and service, but also in terms of finance. Communication is of great importance. Meeting our customers' requirements and expectations is the basis of our Reliability. Because Maats has proven to comply with these key words for over 30 years, we have established our name and our reputation in the global market for pipeline equipment. Maats deliver quality and we are continuously improving to stay a flexible, customer-focused partner who you can build on and rely on!

We take pride in our name, and we are proud of our professional team of colleagues who continually demonstrate our core values:

- Quality
- Flexibility
- Reliability.

Incorporating our core values, together with our commitment to providing our equipment and services on time, on budget and to customer requirements and specifications, Maats Pipeline Professionals are committed to providing our customers with a first class service.
Maats B.V. is a global representative for the sale of new Liebherr pipelayers. Liebherr and Maats supply a range of pipelayers with lifting capacities ranging from 20 tons to over 90 tons.

**PIPELAYERS**

Maats and Liebherr pipelayers are designed to provide maximum performance and handle the most difficult jobs. High lifting forces, outstanding maneuverability and heavy-duty components in the travel and working hydraulics ensure peak performance when laying pipelines.

**LIEBHERR**

Maats is also a Liebherr Service Partner for the maintenance of all your Liebherr Pipeline Equipment.

Maats produce an extensive range of both internal and external bending machines. These bending machines are the strongest and highest quality currently available.

**EXTERNAL BENDING**

Maats have developed and constructed a program of bending machines with a range from 16 to 60 inches. Built mainly with Liebherr components, these bending machines are currently the strongest available in the market. We also supply related equipment such as mandrels and angle measurement systems. Maats produce and customise our own program of heavy-duty bending sets and we are the exclusive sales representative for the EuroBend angle measurement system.

**CRADLES**

Maats produces its own roller cradles with capacities ranging from 12 to 68 inches. In addition to the roller cradle program, Maats also produces C-cradles for smaller pipe sizes (2-12 inch).

**INTERNAL BENDING**

The Maats Internal Bender provides its customers with innovative technology to bend factory-made thermal-insulated pipes. The bending is achieved by applying force to the inner pipe wall. The bending can be carried out on the jobsite, without damaging the pipe insulation.
Maats can supply an extensive package of equipment for your welding spread, including welding tractors, internal- and external line-up clamps, welding shelters and pipe facing machines.

**WELDING TRACTORS**
Using Liebherr dozers as base machines, Maats have developed a program of the most reliable and safe welding tractors in the market. The hydrostatic ‘one engine’ principle results in high power and low fuel consuming machines.

**PIPE FACING**
If pipe joints need to be machined to prepare them for welding, Maats can supply a pipe facing machine. Together with a hydraulic power unit, a pipe facing machine can be used to machine all common and most complex bevels. There is even the possibility to directly power a pipe facing machine from the hydraulic PTO on our pipelayers.

**RELATED EQUIPMENT**
To complement our range of equipment, and adding value as a one-stop-supplier, Maats have a number of machines that are either derived from pipeline equipment or that can complete the package of equipment required on a pipeline construction jobsite. These are machines for example (but not limited to) mandrels, angle measurement systems, pipe facing machines, welding equipment, padders, cradles, generators and internal and external line-up clamps.
ENGINEERING & CUSTOMIZING

Because of our long-term history, Maats have the knowledge and experience to engineer and produce custom made machines that are either derived from pipeline equipment or that can complete the package of equipment needed on a pipeline construction jobsite. Maats is the preferred partner of Liebherr for custom engineered and tailor made equipment, due to our short internal lines and the ability to switch quickly. Our technical expertise enables us to custom design and tailor equipment to meet the needs and requirements of our customers. We can provide complete engineering and technical support to develop, build and / or tailor equipment.

CONVEYOR BELT SHIFTER
Based on the Liebherr pipelayers, Maats can supply conveyor belt shifters with several special options and the easy joystick operation, the operator can closely monitor the conveyor belt in order to reduce the risk of fracturing the rail to a minimum.

MOBILE WINCH
Maats mobile winch is a characteristic example of the engineering capabilities of Maats. Engineered and manufactured to the customer’s requirements, Maats supplied a mobile winch machine, based on a Liebherr track loader, for the quick and safe maintenance of deep-drilled gas pipes.
Maats is also your partner for supplying Liebherr Component products. The scope of delivery includes, but is not limited to the following products.

- **DIESEL AND GAS ENGINES**
- **SPLITTER BOXES**
- **HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS**
- **HYDRAULIC PUMPS AND MOTORS**
- **PLANETARY GEARBOXES**
- **ROPE WINCHES**
- **LARGE DIAMETER BEARINGS**
- **ELECTRIC CONTROL TECHNOLOGY**

Liebherr develops, designs and manufactures high-performance components for mechanical, hydraulic and electrical drive and control technology. All components are designed for outstanding durability and withstand even extreme environmental influences such as major temperature fluctuation, vibrations, dust or maritime ambient conditions. Liebherr’s high quality, exceptional long serving components and the worldwide availability are one of the reasons Maats use these components in our branded equipment.
SERVICES

Maats do not stop performing when the equipment is delivered to our customers. We apply our experience and expertise to support our customers to the highest level of service we can achieve.

EQUIPMENT INSPECTION
We can perform your third-party inspection for pipeline equipment, worldwide. Our extensive experience regarding all commonly used machinery allows us to give an independent and objective opinion. An inspection can be helpful for determining the value when you are selling equipment or for assessing the actual condition of machinery when you are buying.

REPAIR AND REVISION
We can provide service and a professional review of your pipeline equipment (of all common brands) within a reasonable timeframe and to meet your budget. Whether it is servicing or a complete overhaul, we can keep your equipment running or repair it to extend the life of the equipment. Maats has high quality workshops in different parts of the world that have experienced all scenarios.
FINANCING
Whether it’s for a short or a longer period, whether it’s rental with purchase option or sale with buy-back option, all options are available. Equipment is a necessity for starting a project, but funds for purchasing the required equipment may not immediately be at your disposal. Maats can assist you by offering attractive options for financing the required equipment.

INSURANCE
During the transport and use of our equipment it is important that our equipment is properly insured. If desired, we can also include the insurance of our machines for our customers during transportation and during the rental period.

TRANSPORT
We have the right network and capability to fully organise transportation of equipment for our customers.
To complement our scope of delivery, Maats is also able to supply you with used equipment. Besides pipeline equipment we can also supply regular earthmoving equipment such as bulldozers, excavators, wheeled and tracked loaders and single drum rollers.

We can supply used equipment from our rental fleet and our trading stock or alternatively, source used equipment on your behalf through our trusted suppliers, regardless of brand.
Maats is ISO9001-2015 certified ensuring the highest possible standards commonly applied in our industry. To ensure maximum flexibility, the majority of our rental machines and all Maats-manufactured equipment is CE certified and where necessary, fitted with a diesel engine that meets the current emission standards.

Specific requirements apply to machines and equipment (industrial and domestic) within the Euro-Asian Union (EAU), including Russia. The Maats branded equipment also complies with the Euro Asian Conformity Mark (EAC).

Maats is also a proud Associate Member of the International Pipeline and Offshore Contractors Association (IPLOCA), the Pipeline Contractors Association of Canada (PLCAC) and the Russian Oil & Gas Contractors Union.

SUMMARY

By offering a wide range of products and services, worldwide support network, engineering and technical expertise, Maats provide their customers with the comfort of dealing with a single supply source. We take pride in helping our customers by developing and constructing new and innovative machinery based on specific customer needs, and on Quality, Reliability and Flexibility. Our fleet of rental machines is considered to be one of the biggest and most modern fleets globally available.
Maats manufactures, sells and rents out high quality equipment for the construction of pipelines with all common diameters from 6 up to 60 inches. With branch offices in Indonesia (PT. Maats), partnerships in Algeria (Maats Afrique) and Turkey (Maats Insaat) and a close cooperation with the global network of Liebherr companies, Maats’ presence is truly global.
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INDONESIA
SUBSIDIARY office
Talavera Office Suite
18th floor
JL. T.B. Simatupang
Kav. 22-26
12430 Jakarta
Indonesia
T: +62 (0)212 971 5936
E: info@maats.com

INDONESIA
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F: +62 (0)778 326 576
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